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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF THE NUCLEUS
IN MICRO-ORGANISMS.
BY ALRFED BINET.
Translated from the Revue Philosophique by //KpK.^

It

what

would be
is

of the highest

the seat of the

phenomena

of the life of re-

bodies of Micro-organisms. We have
Micro-organisms are the equivalent of a
simple cellule, composed, according to the classic
plan, of a protoplasm, of a cellular nucleus, and of an
enveloping membrane.
Each of these elements plays a part of special importance in the vital phenomena of these beings.
Long since, scientists have attributed movement,
sensibility, and the prehension of foods to the protoplasm. This was the result of direct observation.
While observing an Amceba, for example, the protoplasm is seen to undergo modifications of form and to
throw out pseudopodia, either for the purpose of effecting a change of position, or to seize alimentary substances.
The protoplasm, accordingly, seems to be

seen that

phenomena. Likewise,
the vibratile cilia of the Ciliates, which are at once
organs of motion, prehension, and touch; the suckers
of the Acinetinidas, which are special organs of prehension, are nothing else than outward expansions of
all

these

As regards the enveloping membrane, the same
cannot discharge any psychical function; firstly, because
is

a product of protoplasmic secretion;

even

in

it is

zation that, despite

psychic
fusoria

and, sec-

wanting in many Protozoans and
many animalcula quite high in point of organi-

ondly, because

life

having a

their

nudity, exhibit

cuticle.

The

part

nucleus does not so clearly manifest
servation;

it

marks

complex as those observed

just as

of

in In-

acted by the

itself to direct

ob-

executes no movements in the ordinary

remains motionless in the centre
of the animal's body, surrounded on all sides by the
protoplasm; unlike the latter, it is not in direct contact
with the outside world.
conditions of

The

first

life; it

phenomena

that have enabled us to con-

jecture as to the significance of the nucleus, have to do

with the division of cellules; when a cellule divides,
the nucleus comes into action, it e.xhibits certain
* Translation copyrighted.

movements and passes through complicated stages
which have been given the name of caryokinesis.*
But these complex phenomena simply show the
they do not afford any disclosures as to the physiological ro/e of the nucleus in the cellule.

Other observations have enabled naturalists to surmise what phenomena are subject to the action of the
In 1881, Balbiani called attention to indi-

nucleus.

viduals belonging to the species Paramaciut)i aurelia,
that were destitute of a nucleus

and which neverthe-

possessed the power of locomotion the same as
ordinary individuals; whence, he/ concluded that the

less

no influence upon the phenomena of
Shortly afterwards, Gruber observed
small specimens of the Actinophrys sol^NYac\\ absorbed
nutriment, changed their' position in the liquid, and
even fused with each other (zygosis), but which were

nuclei exerted

individual

life.

nevertheless destitute of a nucleus.!

The idea then occurred to Gruber, and to Nussbaum likewise, to divide the Micro-organisms by armeans into several fragments, of which some
would contain a nucleus and others not, and then to
watch what would come of it. Gruber, to whose experiments the most importance attaches, chose as his
tificial

subject of

the protoplasm proper.

it

1888.

6.

function of the nucleus as an histological element;

importance to know

lation in the

the sole agent of

Court,

the Stentor caruleus, a ciliated Infu-

trial

sory of great size, which exhibits a nucleus resembling
He afterwards cona chaplet of beads (moniliform).

tinued his experiments upon other species, and his
conclusion was, that the power to regenerate lost parts

belonged to

all

only took place

some portion

Protozoans, but that this

when

phenomenon

the isolated fragment contained

of the nucleus; in

which case the animal

has lost in consequence
of its dissection. Furthermore, the process of the formation is exactly the same as in the spontaneous di-

reproduces

all

vision of these

by

their

as the

the organs

same

removal

unknown

is

it

Infusoria.

The

excitation caused

accordingly of the same character

excitation that provokes the natural

division of the bod}'.

From
cleus

is

these experiments, the part acted by the nu-

indicated by complete evidence. Gruber shows

that in a single instance only can a fragment without
* Kapvov, nut, nucleus,
+

and

KtVT/atc,

motion, disturbance.

Contributions to the Btologisches CentraUlatt, 1885.

p. 73.
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a nucleus form

anew; and that

itself

is,

when

the frag-

in course of formation, as

ment contains an organ

hap-

pens, for example, during the spontaneous division of
the animal. This amounts to saying, that the presence
is necessary to give the impulse to the
formation of the organ, but that it is not necessary to
the completion of the organ when the impulse has

of a nucleus

once been given.
Lastly,
cleus,

it

if

the fragment

is

does not re-form

totally destitute of a nu-

so as to constitute a

itself

crown

distinctly outlined, a

upon the body;

of cilia longer than those

other words, a peristome

in

grain had multiplied:

the two edges of the

ther on.*

selves to each other.

M. Balbiani has recently repeated these experiments of artificial division, and, while confirming in
general the results of Gruber as to the function of the

the results obtained by Gruber.

constructed.
It

frequently happens that the

The deformation disappears with

ments.

The wound

In

pen

all

heals instantly; directly after severance,

wound

are seen to adjust them-

these particulars, the experiments confirm

M. Balbiani desired to iiscertain what would hapif the division were made during the state of con-

Stenlor caruleus, a species of which the size renders

ties,

we

observation which
is

shall

it

take as a type, and which

represented by the figure sent to us by M. Balbiani,

the

body

of the Stentor

is

cut by two transverse sec-

tions; three divisions are obtained,

tains a fragment of

that the nucleus of the Stentor

beads;

it is

tor contain

not at

all

each of which con-

We

the nucleus.
is

will

like a

remember

long string of

rare to see a fragment of a Sten-

jugation.

Conjugation, as

we know, aims

an old,

at replacing

physiological proper-

its

by an element of new formation proceeding from
an attendant nucleus (nucleolus) exchanged between

The

the individuals in conjugation.

was

to

point in question

was

ascertain whether the nucleus that

ginning to disappear, had lost

its

be-

regenerative power.

In the Stentors, during conjugation, this old nucleus

breaks, and

nuclear globules are scattered to

its

parts of the protoplasm.
of

one of the Stentors

is

the fragment contains

one or more beads.

the greatest

rapidity in fragments containing nuclear substance.

spent element, that has lost

In an

severing of

artificial

the animal causes various deformations in the frag-

phenomena of ciliated Infusoria,
he has endeavored to fix with more exactness a cerHis first experitain number of important points.
ments, like those of Gruber, were conducted upon the
better adapted to this sort of experimenting.

were counted. The

five, in fact,

animal had the normal form; its size, however, was a
little
smaller than that of the ordinary Stentors.
Thus, through the action of a small quantity of nuclear substance, the fragment has been completely re-

complete animal again; if the fragment possesses neither mouth nor peristome, it does not reproduce a
new mouth and a new peristome; yet the fragments
continue to live and to move. The absence of a nucleus does not suspend the functions of motion, sensiThis conclusion is, in
bility, nutrition, or growth.
our estimation, too sweeping, as we shall see fur-

nucleus in the vital

had

formed; the day after, the fragment had increased
considerably in bulk, and in two days more the animal had formed a mouth. During this time, the nuclear

that

came from

When at this stage,
divided in such a

some

of the scattered globules

the old nucleus.

that such a fragment

is

all

body
manner that
the

It

is

quite evident

obtainable only by mere acci-

dent.

In an experiment which

many

we again

cite as a

type of

others, the fragment containing the elements of

the old nucleus tends to reconstruct

itself;

this frag-

ment, which represented the posterior part of the
animal, presented, the day following, a rudimentary
peristome; the reconstruction did not go beyond this
point:

it

was

cleus loses

As

left

its

to the

incomplete. Accordingly, the old nu-

power

of regeneration.

phenomena presented

in

fragments con-

Let us follow the phenomena presented in the
middle segment. This segment contains only a single

taining no nuclear substance, JM. Balbiani has

grain of the nuclear chaplet; directly after severance,

decided advances in the question; he has completed the
experiments of Gruber, he has also corrected them,

it

assumed a globular shape; the day following,

lengthened, had grown a
ity,

tail at

it

had

the posterior extrem-

and upon the anterior part there had appeared,
We

*
have taken as our guide, with the permission of M. Balbiani, the lectures delivered by that eminent authority at the College de France, in

May,

1887.

made

and he has reached conclusions essentially different.
In order to understand more thoroughly the phenomena connected with the absence of nuclear substance, the author has directed his attention to an-

other species, the Cyrtostomum leucas, which has the

aHK OPEN
advantage that it can be kept longer alive than the
Stentor can, on a glass slide holding a drop of water.

The Cyrtostomum

is a large ciliated Infusory of more
than four-tenths of a millimeter in length. Its proto-

plasm

is

two

differentiated into

layers,

one

of which,

the cortical, encloses very heavy trichocysts; the other,
the endoplasm, holds alimentary substances.

The

an-

imal exhibits upon one of

its faces a mouth, shaped
long narrow buttonhole, and upon the other

like a

face a contractile vesicle, from which crooked and anastomosed passages radiate. It is easy, by making a
transversal division, to obtain fragments without nuclear matter; the nucleus of the Cyrtostomum being
formed of a single, round mass. But it is not easy, on
the other hand, to obtain fragments likely to live,
since this animalcule has a dense ectoplasm, and,
when severed, this layer, which is not very retractile,
does not grow together again and close the wound;
the sides remain separated, the water comes in contact with the endoplasm, which swells, bulges out, and
runs from the wound; the animal may thus void itself
completely, dying of diffluence.
It occasionally happens that the animal voids itself only in part, and that

the nucleus escapes with a small piece of the proto-

Then, if the wound draws together, we get a
fragment that has thrown out the nucleus by its own
plasm.

action.

We

shall not

speak of the actions of the fragment

containing nuclear- substance; they are the same as
observed in the case of Stentors: the fragment
rapidly reconstructs

and re-forms

itself

a

complete

animal.

Let us mark more closely the fragment without nucleus.
Such fragments continue to live for some
time; they have been kept alive as long as eight days;
but they do not reconstruct themselves; they do not
even assume a regular form; the part of the body facing the section retains its obliquity of truncation.
At
the start, for the first few days, the movements continue; a curious circumstance connected therewith is,
that the fragments continue to move- in the direction
in which they would have moved if they were placed
together to form a complete individual. The vibratile
cilia are in no wise altered; they shake with the same
animation as before. Only the movements of the animal are a

marks

trifle

irregular;

but they exhibit the same

of volition as seen in

normal individuals.

The

vesicle continues to contract.

The power

to seize food is also retained

when

the

fragment without nucleus contains the mouth; the

mouth

ingests alimentary substances.

If

mum

the Cyrtosto-

be given grains of potato fecula, which it is very
partial to, the fragment without nucleus, but with a
mouth, swallows these grains and fills itself with them.
It is

not

known whether

it

digests them.

COURT.
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Tliis much was observed in the first stages, and
Gruber was wrong in stopping at this point.
At the expiration of a certain time, var)dng between the third and fourth day, alterations of structure

are noticed in the fragment, that are probably traceable
to the

place

absence of the nucleus. One of the first to take
the disappearance of the marks of differentia-

is

which we have observed to distinguish the endoplasm from the ectoplasm. The dark granules that
fill the interior of the body congregate in
the centre
by abandoning the peripheral part; then these granules
scatter and come to a position just beneath the cuticle,
which denotes a deliquescence of the plasma. The
layer of trichocysts undergoes changes and disappears.
All these alterations result from an actual distion

The

organization of the plasma.
shrinks,

its

contractile vesicle

pulsations decrease, the radiating passages

The body of the animal, which in its normal condition is elongate, becomes rounded; its movements flag and consist of nothing but a rotation of
the body about its own axis; at last the animal becomes motionless and dies of diffluence.
These changes are not due to lack of sustenance,
as one might suppose; for fragments that have a
mouth and swallow food, pass through the same alterations as those that have no mouth.*
It is superfluous to insist upon the importance of
these results, obtained by a method that might be
disappear.

called experimental physiology applied to unicellular

made

experiments have been

Although the

organisms.

solely with ciliated Infusoria, the results of the

same may be extended to all cellules, for the Infusoria
are nothing more than autonomous cellules living an
independent

The

life.

M.
beyond those
not necessary merely

conclusion from the above researches of

Balbiani, which, as
of Gruber,

is,

we have

seen, go far

that the nucleus

is

German promade by Gruber arose

to the regeneration of the parts, as the

fessor believed.

The

error

from the fact that he did not follow the career of the
fragments deprived of a nucleus long enough; if he
had continued his observations, he would have seen
that the fragment becomes gradually disorganized.
The nucleus, accordingly, has not merely a formative
power; it does not merely regulate alimentation, readjustment of form, and the healing of wounds; it has
not merely a regenerative power, enabling the plasma
to reconstruct complete the organs lost by artificial
severance. The nucleus is, besides all this, an essenIf a fragment of
tial factor of the plasm's vitality.
* M. Balbiani has informed us, upon request, that the fragments of Cyrtostomum furnished with nucleus can be kept alive for a much longer time
under the same conditions (that is, in a drop of water on a glass slide kept in
the moist chamber of ^^alassez): in this way it is possible to keep them alive
for the space of a month, by introducing into the liquid a few Infusoria to serve
them as food. On the other hand, the fragments deprived of nucleus by section

Uve

for only eight days at the most.

OPEN COURT.
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protoplasm be deprived of its nucleus, the fragment
remains alive for some time, but afterwards undergoes disorganization.

Such are the
quently

facts,

difficult to

extremely complex, and consea formulated state-

summarize by

We

certainly cannot regard the protoplasm as in-

but what appears probable is, that the protoplasm receives from the nucleus the communication,
The nucleus
the delegation of physiological powers.
ert matter;

a certain sense the focal seat of

If

we

life in all its

ward form, or

to secrete a fresh cuticle, or to recon-

struct its lost organs,

live for

get rid of the nucleus by artificial section,

some

time, having received from the nucleus

an impulsion that has not yet been exhausted; but after a certain length of time, the impulsion given by the
nucleus not being renewed, the protoplasm runs its
course and dies.

From

is

ticularly occupies

explained?

life

To summarize,
role in the cellule;

how

our attention here,

When a fragment

istotle's,

we compare

to use

if

move about

freely

possessed

it still

its

and
nu-

phenom-

BY CHARLES

not inherent in protoplasm;

nucleus, for they disappear

little

by

little

and

finally

vanish a few days after the removal of the nucleus.*

may be mentioned

in

passing that there are cer-

which the nucleus apparently
the protoplasm, but which it re-

tain psychical properties

does not transmit to
tains for itself; this

have

is

the case with the instinct of gen-

already

seen that, during the
epidemic periods of conjugation, the Paramecia which
have their nuclei overrun with parasites cease to conjugate with animals of the
struction of their nucleus

same

species.

The

de-

by the Bacteria produces

in

the Paramecia the effect of actual castration.
of the

nucleus, accordingly, causes

the interruption of the following

functions and in the

following order as to time:

regenerative and reproductive property of

the plasma;

The

2.

vitality of the

plasma, and

the psychical

functions.

The psychologist will notice with interest that the
psychical function of the protoplasm outlives the re*

The

ties of

difficult question here, is to ascertain whether the psychical properthe protoplasm are destroyed through the direct effect o£ the disorgan-

ization of the plasma,

or whether they disappear a short time before the
process of disorganization and in consequence of the absence of nuclear substance.

OF CORPO-

T.

PALMER.

{Concluded.)

of

Blackstone classifies all legal rights into the "rights
persons " and " the rights of things." (8) Mr. Thomas

Cooley,

commenting upon

this classification, uses the

following language: "All individual rights

ilies,

The

LAW

RATIONS.

powers

of nutrition, are

we

life.

an organism, deprived

of

they depend immediately upon the presence of the

The removal

an old comparison of Ar-

the protoplasm to the clay,

must compare the nucleus to the potter that fashions
it.
The nucleus comprehends all the physiological
properties, the totality of which goes to constitute

are the re-

are constrained to admit that the

We

consequently a prop-

the nucleus plays the primordial
if,

and are rights of persons.

eration.

is

later.

ena of the life of relation, or movement and sensibility, have their seat in the protoplasm.
But it is
probable that such physiological capacities as the

1.

capable of

still

which appears to be less complex
than the regenerative property, inasmuch as it ceases

experiments in cellular vivisection to be

with the same activity as

we

Psychical

A PHILOSOPHICAL VIEW OF THE

of nuclear substance, is seen to

It

nevertheless

erty of living matter

more par-

the psychical point of view, which

sults of these

movements.

forms.

the fragment of enucleated protoplasm continues to

cleus,

a fragment of a cellule which, having been mutilated
by the act of severance, is unable to correct its out-

perceiving sensations and of responding thereto by

ment.

is in

generative function for an appreciable length of time:

They may be

must be
which

rights

concern their personal safety or liberty, they
relative rights pertaining to

or

civil,

them

as

members

or political bodies, or' they

to possess, control,

may
of

be
fam-

may be rights
To

or enjoy inanimate things.

speak of the rights of things is likely to convey an inexact idea, though correct enough in the sense which
is hereafter explained.
By the rights of persons we
are to understand rights which belong to and are possessed by persons, but in that sense there can be no
rights of things.
As between man and inanimate or
animate things, duties cannot be imposed so as to give
the latter rights."

More than one

might be adduced
absurd to hold
that an inanimate thing, incapable of performing or
exacting the performance of an obligation, can, even
by the policy of law, be vested with rights. Blackstone
himself never intended to convey such a thought. All
the rights known to moral ethics are such as vest in
natural persons.
Legal rights are such moral rights
as Courts sanction by the enforcement of a remedy for
their violation.
Like the title to real estate they cannot remain in abeyance. They must vest in a human
agency or be non-existent. Since it is thus manifest
that inanimate, though corporeal things, are not capable of having or acquiring rights, how much more is it
apparent that that which is both incorporeal and inanimate cannot have or acquire rights.
legal principle

to support this theory. It is manifestly

(8)

I

Black's Com.

122,

Note

2

(Cooley).

THK OPEN
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That a body framed by the pohcy

members

parts and

of

man, whose

own nabody composed of many

are mortal, should in

ture be immortal, or that a

its

COTJRT.

so-called entity

The

ri?a/

in a corporation is involved, are the persons

stitute its

mon acceptation of the words, seems beyond the reach
of common understanding. A corporation is as visible

property

body as

is

an arm\', for though the commission or

authority be not seen, the body instituted by that authority

seen by

is

a corporation

must be understood

of

many

of the right of

lectively to act as a corporation,
ble, in

When,

but the blind.

all

therefore,

said to be invisible, that expression

is

persons col-

and then

as visi-

it is

the eye of the law, as any other right whatever

which natural persons are capable.

such as every

member

It is

has a freehold in and

a right

all

jointly

have an inheritance, which may go by succession."
as belong to its metnbers.
nities,

and

If

it

has privileges, immu-

capacities, they are such as

enjoy as natural persons.

power

State has

(9)

a corporation has rights, they are such

If, therefore,

It

is

its

members do
But even

create a corporation.

to

the

that only

said

power -cannot be exercised without the consent of
Until they have
of the corporate body.
accepted the charter, no corporation is formed. All
the powers contained in the charter are bestowed upon them and their successors. (10) It, the corporation,
has no existence until after their acceptance. That
which has no existence, cannot be the recipient of
this

the

members

A thing

legal rights.
ter

which

calls

it

that cannot receive even the char-

into being, has not progressed very

which

far in the possession of those rights

entitle

it

to

the denomination a persotia.

What

is

They

mem-

are granted permission to act as

a collective body, under a common or corporate name,
by which name they may hold and transfer property;
may sue and be sued; and may do all things incident

management of the corporate undertaking. As
members of the corporation they may have perpetual
to the

or indefinite succession,

e.

/.

the individual

mem-

may change

without effecting a dissolution of
the corporate body; privileges open alike to every citizen who applies for them, and in which there is no
bership

special franchise.

One
in

fact

is

worth

a

thousand

theories,

the discussion of a legal proposition.

ration prospers, the

members

of

it

Against

property of the corporation

is

collectively, notwithstanding

rate will

If

even

a corpo-

prosper according

to their individual interest.

name and

all

the world, the

theirs individually

it is

and

held in a corporate

their interest is subordinate to the corpo-

The

and purpose.

I

(10)

Kyd on Corp'ns,

is

plainly a contract to

and the state, were the original parlies."
Dartmouth CoHeEe v. Woodward, Supra.

trustees,

may be suggested
is sufficient to

that this

justify a

States. (13)
Under this rule legislation .has

been repeatedly up-

held impugning the privileges of citizenship, as guar-

anteed by the Federal Constitution.
In Bank of Augusta v. Earle, the United States
Supreme Court, Ch. J. Taney presiding, held: That
the members of a corporation cannot claim their rights
under the constitution, to make contracts in other
States when acting in a corporate capacity; and that
the Court would not look behind the artificial being
to ascertain the individual rights of its members; (14)
and so held notwithstanding the same Court, Ch. J.

Marshall, presiding, had previously decided that, for

the purpose of determining a question of jurisdiction,
the Court would look behind the corporate entity to
ascertain the residence of the

members who compose

it may not be
understand the influences which prompted
Chief Justice Taney to thus elevate the law of the
particular State over that of the nation. Certainly, the
reason of the rule assigned by him, is not sufficient to

In the light of subsequent history,

difficult to

sustain

which the donors, the

(13)

Marshall,

(14)

Opin. Ch.

J.

it.

"We

fully

assent to

the

propriety of

U. S. Bank v. Deveaux," * * "but the principle has
never been extended further than it was carried in
that case, and has never been supposed to extend to
contracts made by a corporation, especially in another
sovereignty. If it were held to embrace contracts, and
the members of a corporation were to be regarded as
individuals carrying on business in their corporate
name, and therefore entitled to the privileges of citizens in matters of contract, it is very clear the)must" * * "take upon themselves the liabilities of
"The result of this would be to make a
citizens."
corporation a mere partnership, in which each stockholder would be liable to the whole extent of his prop(12)

"

con-

nominal personality, (ii) The personality of the members has been said to be merged in that of the legal
entit}'. (12) Corporations are regarded as the creatures
of the State under whose jurisdiction they are formed,
and are said to be entitled to only such privileges as
are not expressly forbidden by the laws of other

right of property in the

15.

" This " (the charter)

who

membership.

nominal right of
nominal personality.
If jurists had taken this view there would be little
cause for criticism. Questions of corporate rights have
been determined upon the theory of actual, and not
It

(ii)
(9)

noyninal.

it.(i5)

the true nature of the privileges the

bers receive?

and purely

necessarily

parties in interest in every controversy where-

bulky, visible bodies should be invisible, in the com-

a

is
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(15)

Brunswick v. Dunning, 7 Mass. 4+5.
People V. Assessors, etc., Supra.

Bank of .-vugusta v. Earle, 13 Peters 519.
Bank of Augusta v. Earle. Supra (1839).
U. S. Bank v. Deveaux, et. al., 5 Cranch,

61 (1809).
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tution "

*

"

of the corporation."

erty, for the debts

* "certainly

The

consti-

never intended to give the

COURT.

equally open to every citizen, and
tional, resting

the several States, and at the same time exempt them
liabilities which the exercise of such privileges

of

would bring upon the individuals who were

institutions should not be placed

citizens of

that the basis of

purely conven-

basis of every co-partnership

just as the

it,

is

upon the contract between the members

citizens of each State the privileges of the citizens in

from

now

every private trading -corporation

conventional, (17)

it is

difficult to

determine

is

why these

upon the same

foot-

ing as co-partnerships in respect to this great consti-

the State."

to

Why the Supreme Court of the
United States should, in the case of U. S. Bank
V. Devaux, recognize the true principle of corporation
law when determining a question of its own jurisdiction, which could not affect the merits of the controversy, and should refuse to recognize such principle
when determining a question of substantive right, is
beyond the reach of ordinary comprehension.

be declared inapplicable.

and be sued by

This

may by some be regarded

as an

argument

against the existence of corporations, but has no bear-

ing upon the question whether the privileges of citizen-

ship shall be denied. By the policy of law, the private
property of individual members is exempt from liabilitj' for corporate debts, not only in one State, but
in all States,

and the

fact that the privilege is

sought

be exercised in a corporate capacity furnishes no
legal reason why the clause of the constitution should

bers of men, and even single individuals, were consti(?)

as a

mark

No

of royal favor.

unrestrained prerogative can long endure. Parliament

lection

many

instances, re-

viewed and even modified the kingly grant. The principle that only public necessity could justify the grant

became imbedded in the British
The power of the State legislatures to

of corporate powers,
constitution.

grant unlimited and inviolable charters, was, likewise,

and now

curtailed in the United States;
universal, that

it is

almost

private trading -corporations can

The

formed only under general laws.

be

private trading

corporation of to-day are not unlike a great limited
partnership, wherein

all

the

members

are

special

partners. The change has been so radical as to almost
suggest a change of name, the substitution of the word
/'^corporation for that of corporation; implying there-

by, that the

body

is

merely a collection of individuals,

acting in an incorporate capacity.

According

to the ancient civil

restriction placed

was

law of Rome, the one

upon the formation

of corporations

that their business should be lawful.

Ac-

(i6)

cording to the genius of modern legislation, that

is

the

only restriction to be placed upon them now. By the
laws of most states, a corporation may be formed by
the mere act of voluntary association, in the manner

conceded that the same business
might be conducted by the same individuals, in the
same manner, under any form other than that of a corporation.
In states where corporate privileges are
prescribed.

(16)

I

It

is

Black's Com. 472.

Proftatt

on Corp'ns,

11.

its

that a corporation can sue

individuals,

of

the

if

rule

and not an entity, it is sufficiently accurate to
regard the case of a corporation suing or being sued by
uals

its

early claimed the right in conjunction with kings, to

grant corporate privileges; and, in

many

members, and

that, in reality, a corporation is a collection of individ-

kings had power to grant a corporate franchise.
tuted bodies politic

to

Num-

legislation has effected great

corporate bodies.

may occur

changes in
At one time only

corporate franchises proper to be granted."

Modern

It

regarded as a colof common law
procedure, that no man may be plaintiff and defendant
Too
in the same suit, will in such case be impugned.
much truth has already been sacrificed in order to
reduce law to an exact science, and since it is manifest

Chief Justice Taney further says: "Besides it would
deprive every state of all control over the extent of

the nature of

tutional privilege.

members, as an exception to the general

rule.

Scholastic refinements which have no foundation in
fact, like falsehoods,

must be constantly varied

to

meet

the exigencies which truth unconsciously thrusts in the

way

That a being, "invisible, intangible,
of error.
and existing only in contemplation of law," cannot
entertain human thoughts and passions is apparent to
the simplest mind, and, whereas,
of

criminal law that a person

of

crime

who

it is

the settled rule

cannot be convicted

incapable of criminal

is

was early determined

intent,

it

that corporations could not be

for crime.
(18) This doctrine would also exempt them from responsibility for a great variety of torts.

punished

"Actual malice" is a necessary ingredient of certain
forms of libel. "A wilful intent to deceive," is an element of actual fraud. These, like criminal intent, are
psychological facts, and since a corporation has no
mind, it cannot logically be made responsible for offenses
But such a dein which mental processes are a part.
duction

the community at the mercy of these in-

left

stitutions.

and held

Courts, accordingly, shifted their ground,

in effect, that there

was such a thing as conwould impute malice

structive malice; said that they

and deceit

to these creatures, as arising out of the

nature of the act complained
sponsible for their torts as

if

of,

and so hold them

re-

they were natural per-

sons.

may seem

It

Morawetz, Sec.

(17)

I

(18)

The Law

unprofessional to thrust

common

3.

of Corp'n.

Boone, Sects. 78-79-83, and cases

cited.

THE OREN

COURX.
FORM AND FORMAL THOUGHT.

sense in the face of legal reason, but the ordinary

mind

fails to

see

how

it is

to

cial person.

Courts early recognized the
a

human agency behind

corporation for the purpose of administering punish-

ment

111.

more consonant with correct

impute "malice," tlian to impute "criminal intent."
One depends as much upon a human intellect
as the other; both are equallj' impossible to an artifi-

law

While a corporation cannot be
punished for crime, its itietnbers acting by and through
it may be.
(ig)
There is no disposition to complain
of this rule, but it seems that since the offenses of
corporations are punished by inflicting the penalty
upon its individual members, the rights of such members,
for its offenses.

THE ORDER OF NATURE.
Formal thought represents the mere laws of thought
in their abstractness, and has been acquired by abstraction.
The mere forms of thought exhibit a wonderful regularity which excites our admiration all the

more from the great advantages man derives from it.
This regularity of formal thought, which is expressed
in all logical laws, arithmetical calculations, and in all
mathematical conceptions, has naturally grown in our
mind

not be permitted to commit crime through a corporate
entity with impunity, and,

on the other hand, they

should not be deprived of their constitutional privileges because they seek to exercise them in a corporate
It is

not sought to deprive the state of

control of corporate institutions, but

it

is

its

contended

that that control should be placed on a broad, philo-

That it should grow out of the nature of the employment or business engaged in, not
because of state lines, and territorial limitations, but because the law should operate upon individual citizens,
both for the purpose of restraining crime and of protecting legal rights.
Then incorporated companies,
of every state, would stand upon an equal footing before the law.
Then the great masses of mankind will
realize that corporate bodies are composed of men like
themselves, who have combined their talent, wealth,
and energ}' for the promotion of industry; and those
who are engaged in corporate enterprises can be made
to feel that their responsibilities to the public, and
their privileges conferred by the public, are correlative
sophical basis.

and co-extensive.

With

the breach between capital and labor ever

widening and widening; with the so-called upper and
lower classes drifting farther and farther apart; with
the angry head of Anarchy thrusting itself above the
surface of popular feeling, and goading men on to de-

and power
few overshadowing and threatening the liberties

struction; with the ever increasing wealth
of the

many, courts are forced to take some advanced ground upon this vexed question if they would
of the

avert irreparable calamity.

The spirit of the age bespeaks individual development, the genius of democracy promotes individual
equality, the ethics of law demands individual responsibility.*
(19)

I

Morawetz, Sec.

and cases

cited.

» Mr, Palmer has signified hia intention to follow this article with another,
showing the practical application of the doctrine here adduced, to the control
and regulation of " Trusts"

arrangement

of the various brain-struct-

ures and their combinations.

The arrangement

of brain-structures in certain reg-

ular forms has been effected in accordance with the

same laws
erally.

that govern the development of forms gen-

"why man happens

Therefore, the problem

be a logical and reasonable being," turns out to be
the same as that "why are the cells in plants arranged
to

a certain order?"

in

and as that "why do crystals
The problem common

possess a certain regularity?"
in these three questions

mos

is:

"Why

is

the world a cos-

(an orderly arranged whole) and not a chaos?"

It is the same problem that Kant proposed when he
asked: " How is Nature possible at all?"
The problem has been solved differently by dif-

ferent philosophers, and there

no mark that better
answer it pro-

is

characterizes a philosophy than the

poses as an explanation of the order of the world.
Supernaturalism says: The order of the world is due
Materialism, on the
to a special ukase of a Creator.
other hand, declares that order

is

the product of chance.

Both views have much more in common than appears at
Materialism and supernaturalism are anfirst sight.
tagonistic and their explanations are irreconcilable.
Nevertheless, both start from the same supposition
which, from the monistic standpoint, appears to be erroneous; both are dualistic in so far as they consider
Order,
the world as one thing, and order as another.
they declare, has been imposed upon the world either

by a transcendent

by a blind chance.

legislator or

Supernaturalism teaches that in the beginning there
was tohuvabhohu, the earth was without form and
void,' and materialism similarly begins the history of
'

the world with chaos.

Theological dogmatists anthropomorphize God to
such an extent that they compare him to a watchmaker, and the world to a watch. The order of the
world, they imagine, has been fashioned to his designs.
It
It is not in itself necessary, but posited by his will.
is

732,

as the psychical expression of a physical regu-

larity in the

as individuals, ought to be recognised. Persons should

capacity.
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necessary only in so far as his intention makes it so.
the other hand, materialistic thinkers similarly ex-

On

plain the order of the world,
wilful

act,

yet as the

if

not as the result of a

fortuitous

outcome

of

blind
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One

chance.

"The

his opinion as follows:

them expresses

of

elements, after testing every kind of position and production possible by their mutual unions,
at length settled in the form and way they now present."
first

In opposition to both views, the monistic conception considers the world as a cosmos,

/. e.

an orderly

"The world and

arranged whole.

Monism

phenomena

world are orderly arranged, accord-

of the

says:

the

how many
atoms

tions of the

in

And

thinkable!

least

//

is

God.

Human

reason mirrors this

order in the sentient brain of a living being and thus

man has
God.
The laws of order are omnipresent and eternal.
The omnipresence and eternity of these laws does not
the sacred legend

been created

is justified-

image

in the

in declaring that

of

denote transcendency, or unknowability, or supernat-

Nothing

uralness.

of the kind!

It

of

billions

other

combina-

an amoeba are possible, or
nature should have tried

at
all

them absolute certainty and

tribute to

The more complicated processes

so forth!

Oh

no!

The order

of the

world

no hap- hazard effect, it is no fortuitous outcome of
There is no chaos atid nei'er has been a chaos.
chaos.
Even in the gaseous nebula there is order and law,

and

appears as chaos only

it

more evolved

in

comparison

state of a planetary system.

to the

Thus

the

appears to us as lacking
in social order; and our present state of civilization, it
is to be hoped, will appear to future generations as the
chaos out of which their better arranged society
emerged.
Kant says on this subject: " The aforementioned
e.xpositors of the mechanical theory of cosmic genesis
(Epicurus, Leucippus, and Lucretius) derived every
arrangement perceptible in the cosmic system from
barbaric stage of savage

which caused the atoms so

fortuitous accident,

together that they

life

made up

to hit

a well-ordered whole. Epi-

was so presumptuous, as to require the
swerve from their direct motion without any
all, in order to be able to meet one another.

curus, indeed,

atoms

to

cause at

Everyone

of these philosophers carried this nonsensical

principle so far, as to ascribe the origin of

all

animate

same blind concurrence of atoms, and
actually derived reason from what is not reason ( Ver-

creatures to this

nunft from Unver7mnff).
the contrary,

cessary laws.
sion

I

In

my

system of science, on

discover matter joined to certain ne-

I

In

its

complete dissolution and disper-

see a beautiful and orderly whole natfirally

This does not occur through accident or at
hap-hazard, but it is seen that natural properties
arising.

Kant argues that this neGod. We
argue from our standpoint that this order is due to the
laws of form. It can be ascertained and comprehended
by an application of the laws of formal thought. This
necessarily bring

cessary order

is

it

about."

a proof of the existence of

order produces, on the one hand, the intelligibility of
the world and, on the other, the intelligence of rational
beings.

In

highest stage this order appears as a
moral law to which rational beings voluntarily conform so as to be in unison with the whole cosmos.

This order,

its

we

maintain,

is

immanent

in the universe

others.

(logical, arithmetical, mathematical, etc rules) are
recognized as self-evident and necessary, so that we at-

ating the amceba, and then the hydra, and then the

is

all

In their most simple shape, the laws of formal thought

these infinite possibilities, or part of them, before cre-

worm, and

simply means that

as they are in one case, so are they rigidly in

ing to mechanical laws."

Consider

and, in fact,

universality.

of higher algebra,

higher mathematics, or highly involved logical ratiocinations, appear less absolute to those

familiar with

who

are not

abstract reasoning, but are after

We

all

just

by reason of their complexity,
liable to be easily mistaken; but, errors on our part
excluded, they in themselves are quite as certain and
universal, rigid and necessary, as those simple rules
which are generally accepted as axioms.
Kant solves the problem " How is Nature possible
at all? " in the following way.
The highest or most
general laws of Nature, he argues, are within us and
can be stated a priori, independent of sensory experience.
He thinks it is a strange and wonderful fact
that our formal thought (the rules of arithmetic,
mathematics, logic, etc., which are a priori) agrees so
precisely with the highest (i. e., the most general)
laws of nature, which can be ascertained and verified
a posteriori by experience.
Kant sees only two ways
of solution.
Either the laws of pure reason, he says,
have been gathered by experience from nature, or, on
the contrary, the laws of nature have been deduced
from our a priori rules. The former solution is impossible, since the formal sciences are proven to have been
formulated with the exclusion of all sensory experience.
"Therefore," saj's Kant, "the second solution only remains. Reason dictates its laws to Nature"; /. e.
our reason is so constituted that it conceives everything in the forms of space, time, and the categories
of pure reason.
Space, time, and the categories, are
a part of the thinking subject, which cannot but think
as absolute.

in these

are,

forms, and

must thus

transfer

them

to

the

Our surroundings affect us by what we
sensory impressions. The sensory impressions

objects.
call

raw material only from which the well-ordered
an object of science, is created by
the synthetic faculty of reason.
Reason with the help
are the

whole

of nature, as

of formal

thought shapes this intellectual world

minds, which

is,

in

our

so to say, projected outside of our-

selves into our surroundings.

Kant has taken

He

into consideration

two ways only.

overlooked the third and most obvious explana-
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His explanation, therefore,

tion.

The

one-sided and insufficient.

will

absolutely and universally applicable, are our guide

be seen to be

third possibility

is

which

that

which has been propounded in the editorials of No.
64 and 66. According to our explanation, the formal
(the highest or most general) laws of Nature and the
formal laws of thought are identical. Their agree
ment is not wonderful but inevitable as both are ex-

like the thread of

mal laws

is

one-sided, because

if

this

naturalists or of agnostics.

A FUTURE

how

frustrated?

we

If

see, as

Nature

dictation of

titious

"A

were, the order into na-

it

trates incorrect

upon nature is not
by no means pliant to any ficsubjective laws a priori.
It frus-

Be

life, and whether prose or rhyme
and leave the next, if next there be,
To those unfortunates who make a crime

conclude,

is the same as that of our
thought agree with the forms
of existence for the reason that the forms of thought
are only a special kind of the forms of existence.
Kant's explanation is, further, insufficient; it does
not explain how formal thought originates. And this insufficiency of Kant's explanation, we believe, has given
rise to many errors.
This gap in Kant's philosophy,

The forms

we

think, has

of

been the place
been enabled

ers of Kant have

The

be

of

this

beliefs

kind

—

life's

Is

has found

its justification

Lie

If,

an impo-

still lest

to

our feet wake the blind on the way?

be blamed for the light in the skies
we prepare for the day?

seeing the dawn,

Go

sun and forbid

talk to the

TRANSLATED FROM GCETHE'S POEM

the basis of

" Keiii

Das

Das

Kant

No

our reason can, if
inform us about the form of existence in the
whole universe. The laws of formal thought being
attention to the difference K

nd transcendental (formal)

die lebend'gen Schatze
sich

das All geschmiickt,^^

eternal liveth in

fall.

them

all.

In All-Existence take delight,

Existence

is

eternal;

and

— because

fixed laws

Preserve the ever living treasures
thrill the All in glorious measures.

Which

SAGE AND FOOL.
BY W.

O

LIGHTHALL.
dom dost despise,

D.

Fool, that

Thou knowest

not,

Another part of thee

thou canst not gue
wise

is

-

And

silent sees thy foolishness.

Yet, fool,

how dare

Because
have repeatedly called the reade
makes between transcendent (unknowable

begluckt!

ewig: denn Geseize

being into naught can

The

says,

yet

isi

Aus welchen

science,

as attaching everywhere to

not properly dictate, as

Sein

Bewahren

The conall

Wesen kann zu nichts zerfailen.
Eiv'ge regt sick fort in alhn,

Am Sein erhalie Dick

—the laws of form

We

to rise.

it

IMMORTALITY.

with the assistance of formal thought everywhere,
as shaping or having shaped the forms of existence.
The laws of form being the same everywhere,

*

kind

if they can, let them slumber, but pray.
our fault they hear us? must we that have eyes

Are we

being everywhere the same.
The order of the Universe is thus recognized as an
immanent necessity. This necessity can be traced

form

it

bestows?

it

of the storm to the deaf

tell

and deep-seated pre-

recognized and firmly established.
is

lighter to bear, is

the relief

said;
it

According to our solution, the radical difference
obtaining between formal and material (between what
Kant defines as a priori and a posteriori) is not neglected; on the contrary, its fundamental importance
ception of necessity which

all

those

teach them a truth that must add to their woes?

Well

judices could be consecrated.

is fully

burden grows

deprive them of

if

trusting they find

If the flash of the lightning

his considering the transcendental

by which inveterate

That

grant, but

I
if

and the blind?
and howl of the wind
Were unnoticed, unknown, would you break their repose?"

transcendental con-

the a priori arose, as Mr. Mill confesses in his auto-

sition

may be groundless
made happy,

Would you

transcendent* origin. The opposition of John
and his school to Kant's conception of

philosophy as an imposition of

their feelers at eternity.

believe are

Why

and joy and sympathy,

cock-roach on the brink of time.

Who
To

Stuart Mill

biography, from

love

all that's

like a

" Their faith

ceptions of pure reason have been declared by them
to

it,

Go wag

to construct their ontolog-

supernatural illusions.

ical or

Of

And

which mystical follow-

in

thine this

Live

that the form of nature

reason.

—

—

a priori reasoning; but tallies with

we

hate the very sound.

I

For worlds to vent it on? Has reason found
A remedy against the dismal swarm
Of Nature's ills, the pestilence, the storm,
That it must seek a task beyond her bound?

is

correct and exact calculations. Therefore

future life?"

JR.

Does man so feel for man, is earth so warm
With love in all its workings multiform
That we must turn away and cast around

that this imposition

is it

LIFE.

BY LOUIS BELROSE,

the for-

of

experience.

It

method, and this is the only one, which frees
philosophy of mysticism, be it the mysticism of superis

Nature have been dictated by the thinking
subject, it does not explain why the formal thought
(our knowledge, a priori) is so precisely verified by
ture,

Ariadne safely leads us through

the labyrinth of the manifold sensory experiences.

pressions of the forms of existence in general.

Kant's explanation
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The

my

I pity thee
heart reveres the sages;

fool lies also

We

all

deep

in

me:

are one beneath the

a^jes.
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BOOK REVIEWS.

from the
a Century. Hugh McCulloch. New
York. Charles Scribner's Sons. A. C. McClurgcS: Co., Chicago.

Men and Measures

of

Half

Mr. Hugh McCulloch is a work in many reStarting from New England in 1835, while
spects representative.
yet a young man, Mr. McCulloch proceeded to Indiar.a when that
advanced
post of the pioneer movement of the
most
State formed the

The above book

of

His reminiscences of the

West.

New England

world of education and

historical, that the bar, the clergy, the

society of old

New

England, have attained.

ized character of which

may have

arisen

evolutionist's

the average superiority of the male,

move
*

*

from

*

True science teaches

feature of decentralization which

foreigners have so unreservedly praised in our political system, a

and leading characteristic of our

The happy
may have

social

and

intellectual

life.

We

effects of political decentralization are undisputed.
lost

have gained

and purpose, but we
and in the assurance of

in unity of national strength

variety of individual

in

constitutional protection.

life

In matters of culture, in " things of the

mind", the very reverse has been true. The absence of central influence in the world of art, of letters, of science, and of education,
has

made

unity of

tency of effort;

it

striking contrast

movement

impossible;

it

has produced impo-

has prevented excellence of production.
is

No more

conceivable than that between our country's

and intellectual achievements. Strong men have founded
commonwealths in every wilderness, monuments of political wisdom and strength, and they have merited undying fame. Rich
men have founded universities and art-schools in every jungle and

political

—

—

at every river bend,

cence,

— and

It

is

— pitiable memorials

of their patrons' benefi-

they have unfailingly attained a merited

these features that the

work

of

oblivion.

Mr. McCulloch

in

some

measure exemplifies. The pictures of frontier life, the heroic
efforts of brave and fearless men breaking a highroad for the migration of nations, form the brighter side of our country's development; and of this Mr. McCulloch has given us a masterly sketch.
On the other hand, we believe we can find traces of the abovementioned absence of a standard of intellectual excellence. With
few exceptions the personages and characters in public life whom
Mr. McCulloch marks as eminent, " had no equals." Not that the
author
deed,

is

indiscriminate in the objects of his praise; there are, in-

many

adverse criticisms in the work in the highest degree

impartial and considerate.

But those whom he

did select for fa-

vorable mention have received their goodly quantum of eulogy.

One

is

surprised to have been born amid such a profusion of ex-

cellence and never have observed

its outward marks.
and economical questions of the last fifty years
receive careful, though intelligible, treatment. The remarks upon
current political issues are unmarred by partisan coloring.
The
criticisms of the military features of the late civil war are just and

The

timely.

financial

A

not inconsiderable note of the

of General McClellan; a

work

work

is

the vindication

that attempts that, in the face of the

popular apotheosis of General Grant, deserves an enormous circulation.

f^KpK.

A. S.

attempt to

enough been

that the elevation of

woman

tried
is

the

Anonymous correspondence is not to our
to receive more information re-

Milwaukee.

Nevertheless,

taste.

your wish

with in a subsequent number.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.^
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XXF//— Continued.
and education the Sovereign was
He had preserved much of the elasticity of his youth in advanced
age; his bodily condition was excellent, and he took
great care of his health; he was still capable, in case
of necessity, of exertions which would have been severe to a younger man. In his youth he had devoted
In intelligence

superior to most of his fellow princes.

himself enthusiastically to the ebullitions of the then
fashionable poetry, and had indulged in higher and

men. He had at that time
corresponded with learned men and artists of repute,
and he liked to tell of his intimacy with some man of
prominent mind. But his youth and manhood had
fallen in a weak and decrepit period of our development. In the years when a foreign conqueror had

freer aspirations than other

treated the

them

German

princes as the greater part of

well deserved, he also as a youth

had bowed

to

the foreigner, and abandoned the sinking vessel at the
right time to save his title to his country.

Since then

he had engovernment at a time of great national
exhaustion; he had found little that he was compelled
to respect or fear, seldom any men firm enough to
maintain their rights against him, and no public opinion that was strong enough to oppose his encroachment by a unanimous determination. His country was
governed by officials, the official places were continually increased, and concerning every lost key of a village church there was accumulated a bundle of legal
documents; he allowed these prolix forms of proceedings which benumbed the life of the people to remain
unaltered, and only took care that the officials, whenever his personal interest came into play, should be
pliant servants, who would procure him money, and
withdraw from publicity any past wrong dealings of

he had ruled over a
tered

upon

pitiful race of

men,

for

his

When
representing the heads of

several bright-looking Prize Babies, have

deserved attention.

"The

he savs;

him

to

denying

their Sovereign.

NOTES.
Louis Prang's Christmas Cards,

at all

only sure road to the elevation of man."

local causes, the in-

with the long and undisturbed enjoyment of our possessions, have

fixed

represents

While not

the whole race forward by elevating only the sex that rep-

our country has been centrifugal in its developfederal nature of our government, the
necessities of national growth extending over so great an expanse
of territory, the multiform character of our foreign immigration,

make that

Woman

resents the principle of instability, has long

The democratic and

severally contributed to

standpoint.

"Our Better Halves," reWoman's Rights Question

Heredity,' or the Principle of Stability.

'

tellectual life of

ment

essay

specting our view of the problem of immortality will be complied

exception, perhaps, of this one period, the central-

With the

in his

of this period are

particularly vivid; they strongly corroborate the high reputation,

now

Ward,

printed from the Forum, discusses the

met with wide and well

affable

he came into contact with his people, he was
and good-humored, made it easy for petitioners

Translation copyrighted.
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approach him, listened kindly and sj'mpatheticall)'
to all complaints, and threw the blame on the officials.
He was not unpopular; sometimes the discontented
grumbled at the high taxes, and over the costly expenditure of their master; and, here and there, an anecdote of his private life reached the public; but the
new spirit of the times, wiiich was beginning to stir
also in his country, struggled onlj' weakly in helpless
assaults against his system of government.
And although as a ruler he showed no inclination to remedy
existing evils, yet, to those at a distance, he appeared
personally to be a humane, good-hearted man. He had
a kindly acknowledgment and a gracious word for
every one; he knew much of the private relations of
his subjects, and occasionally showed his personal
sympathy for individuals; he loved children, for he
would sometimes stop in the streets to notice pretty
boys and girls, and inquire after their parents; he gave
to

a fete to the school children of his capital every j'ear,

appeared at it himself, and took pleasure in their
games.
His Court was in many respects a model of order
and pleasing display. By all who surrounded him he
was considered a distinguished man; and contrived
which is most difficult for a prince that those who
daily associated with him should always have a feeling
of his superiority. He had never been a military inan,
and he did not refrain from sarcastic remarks on the warlike propensities of other princes.
His Court long remained free from the military influence that prevailed
in neighboring capitals.
Gradually, indeed, he made
some concessions to the fashion, and his aides-de-camp
became important members of the royal household;
but he was not on a comfortable footing with the offi-

—

manThere

cers of his household, and, in spite of his quiet

was always feared by these gentlemen.

ner,

were hours when

appeared that his reserved characseverity, but by
something quite anomalous, in addition: at such moments, cynical jests or brusque and irritative re
marks fell from his lips, and he lost all consideration
But the young nofor the claims of those about him.
bleman and aides-de-camp bore the secret thorn of
their position without being subjected to the loud criticism which is often expressed by the courtiers of ruling princes, for the Sovereign understood how to treat
ter

it

was not only accompanied by

them with respect before
to

etiquette,

strangers.

He

held strictly

even on their behalf, and cleverly took

care of their interests in the presentation of favors,

orders and decorations, which foreign princes visiting

Court were bound to bestow; he never called upon
for anything contrary to the dignity of their
office, and knew how to maintain his own and that of
his Court in intercourse with strangers.
His wife had died early, and the inhabitants of the
his

them

1353

capital always preserved a grateful recollection of that

pale and delicate lady.

It was said that the marriage
had not been a happy one; yet the sorrow of the Sovereign was strong and lasting. He always spoke with
great tenderness of the departed, and every year, on

the anniversary of her death, fastened a garland in her

mausoleum.
He had two children. The eldest, the Princess,
had returned to Court after the death of her husband;
and the Sovereign, in the eyes of the Court and the
people, treated her with especial regard.

opened

whole heart

He had

Court chaplain about
" I should like to see her married again; she has
her.
a right to look forward to a brilliant life, her heart is
warm, her nature energetic; and from my experience,
I consider a long state of widowhood a bad thing for
the Princess.
But I fear she will resist. I have perhaps, always been a weak father to this child. You
know, venerable sir, how dear she has been to me."
Thereupon the pious gentleman, with folded hands,
exclaimed: "I know it, and I know how warmly the
heart of her Serene Highness is attached to her father." The people also remarked that the Sovereign was
a good father. On every birthday a great Court fete was
arranged for the daughter; and when the Sovereign
once happened to be travelling at this time, he appeared suddenly, contrary to all expectation, on the
evening of the birthday, in his travelling dress, at the
his

to the

—

Princess's opera-box, kissed her on the forehead before all the people,

and said that he had hastened

return in order to wish her joy

upon

\v&x fete

sides this, he neglected no opportunity of

the

little

his

day. Be-

showing her

attentions which in every father gave an im-

pression of amiable gallantry, and which in every rul-

ing Sovereign are doubly appreciated.

Before every
he sent his daughter a nosegay, and every time
had it brought by the head gardener into the castle to
ball

inspect

it

himself.

He was

glad

when

distinguished

caused their arrival to be announced to the
Princess, and always observed accurately whether she
was well entertained during their reception. But, in
spite of the great trouble the father took to give a
good appearance to his relations with the Princess,
it was thought that he had a secret dislike for her.
It may be possible for a prince to be incomprehensible to those who are in daily intercourse with him in
certain important concerns, but it is almost impossible
to deceive them constantly.
The relations of the father to his son were very
different.
The latter, a sickly, shy boy, had been deprived of self-confidence by the way in which his father had watched over his education.
The boy had
travellers

not the capacity to assert himself;
cult task for

him

to

overcome

course with strangers.

it

was

still

a

diffi-

his shyness in his inter-

When

the

list of

persons in-
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vited

was handed

to

him, and he considered what he
questions seldom oc-

to say to individuals, apt

was

curred to him, and what he did bring out was so awkwardly done that it was very evident that he had been
coached. Even to the persons of the Court the young
Prince was silent and indifferent; the ladies and gen-

tlemen were therefore inclined to assume that he was
His father treated him with
a little weak-minded.
contempt, and his tone towards his son sometimes
sounded short and harsh, as if it were not worth his
while to conceal his disdain for him.
In this respect, however, injustice was done to the
A reigning sovereign is easily led to consider
The son will be his succeshis son as a young rival.
sor, and will, in the next generation, expose his father

father.

before

all

the world, upset

be reconciled
his opponents.

to all

all his

arrangements, and

who have been discontented and

When he has become sovereign, it is
impossible that he should not discover something under the former Government that has been wrong, and
everything will be brought before him in which his

fa-

This would have been
reason enough for the Sovereign to treat his son with
coldness and reserve. Now he was nobody, a powerless slave, who was indebted to his father for every
penny he had' but some day he would be everything.
But his son was in his eyes insignificant; he moved in
the prescribed track as if possessed of no will of his
own; he had never defied him, was content with everything, and had yielded silently and respectfully to
every command; it was not to be supposed that he
could really govern himself, still less would he put his
Thus by degrees was added to
father in the shade.
the father's quiet feeling of contempt, one of almost
compassionate kindness. The timid submissiveness

ther- has failed

of the Prince

and done

was very

evil.

satisfactory to his father:

it

was

very agreeable to him to provide, as he was well able,
a support for the weak reed which was to carry on the
future of his family.

To him he showed

himself as he

was: what he did for him was done with the feeling
that he

But

was benefiting another, not himself.
just" now, when he had been taking pains

to

procure a pleasure for the Hereditary Prince, the latter

_^

fell ill!

Use went with Gabriel through the rooms, trying

them to please herself; she moved the taabout, examined the curtains, and looked doubt-

to arrange
bles

fully at the porcelain vases.

"I

am

surprised," said Gabriel, "that

amongst

That would be very suitable: it gives
opens its door, and makes profound obeisances as they do at Court. For they are very polite
here, however deceitful they may be at heart.
I have
cuckoo-clock.

when

it

in

How

the lackey; he asks

me

too

many

be taken if we got rid of
him? I could manage to do the housekeeping alone,
with the maid. No cooking can be done here, for
there is no kitchen; every drop of warm water must be
brought from the cellar over there where the white
questions.

would

it

work like so many ghosts."
There is no use worrying about it," said Use, decisively; "we must accustom ourselves to the regulations, pride must put up with much; we have no sectets, and I know you will be cautious."

jackets
"

"

The gardener has placed

flowers about

"Shall

I

it,

a table

and

chairs, with

in front of the house," said Gabriel.

take your work down; the sun appears

warm?"

Use went in front of the house; near the door was
a space bordered with plants in pots, a cosy spot in
the warm midday sun: one looked from under the
green arbor over the paths and smooth turf, up to the
Use sat down in a rustic chair,
walls of the castle.
holding her embroidery in her hands, but looking up
at the large stone palace, that rose with its towers and
newly built extensions, some hundred steps from her.

There dwelt the great ones of the earth, near to whom
she had been so suddenly brought. She counted the
rows of windows, and thought that there must be more
than a hundred rooms and halls, all grandly and splendidly furnished, and she wondered how many people
it must require to fill such a building that it might
not look empty and desolate. Approaching steps disturbed her thoughts. A middle-aged gentleman was
advancing up the gravel walk: he drew near: it was
the Sovereign. Use rose, alarmed. He came up to her
" Madame Werner?" he asked, touching his
slowly.
hat.
Use curtsied low; her heart beat; she was unprepared for this meeting with him whom she had
been accustomed from her earliest youth to consider
the greatest man on earth. Though she had once seen
him, it was but for a moment. Her thoughts, ever
since the years when she had adorned him with the
crown and sceptre of a mock king at cards, had attached themselves to him with shy respect. Often
at the Hereditary Prince, she

when she had looked

form some conception of what his
what she had heard of him had
diminish her fears.

had endeavored
father must be
not helped to

to

like;

The Sovereign looked with delight on the beautiful
before him, who received his flattering greeting with silent embarrassment. "You are no stranger

woman

me," he began, "and you have reason to be satiswith the years that have passed since my walk
over your father's farm. You may now try our mode
of life. We also take pleasure in the spring, and I see
the sun casts friendly rays on the spot which you have
to

this

beautiful furniture one thing should be wanting, a

life,

no confidence

fied

selected."
(Ti> be corttinued.')
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METAPHYSICS.
The

and severely universal

scholarly editor of the Boslon Beacon taking notice of the

scribed as

article " Metaphysics: the

Use and Meaning of the Word," published in No. 64 of The Open Court, adds a few comments and
quotations from Kant, as follows: "Metaphysics to some minds
means 'that which lies behind nature.' This absurd notion was

in

first

do not depend upon experience. The fact that the whole is
any of its parts is true without regard to our experience

notions that are true even
as

Kant himself says

(1.

is,

c. p. 4),

is,

without
obeying the laws of true or false metaphysics. Every man tries to
be his own metaphysician, and generally succeeds— after a fashion.

with

not put to a practical experiment, or

if

necessary conclusions from transcendental premises, that

of arithmetic to nature, or of optics to the use of our eyes.
As we
can see without knowing optics, but not without the law of optics,
so we can reason without being metaphysicians, but not

Accordingly Kant says that metaphysics deal

of all with a priori notions (R. V. 17S7, p. xviii), that

de-

principles of pure reason

larger than

or to experiments.

may be

body of knowledge that deals

Transcendental philosophy or metaphysics is " the system of all
" (Kant 1. c.
The relation of metp. 27).
aphysics to every day thinking is about the same as is the relation

be mixture of bodies and souls. Kant brushed av.ay all such
and looked upon metaphysics as dealing with judgments

notions,

that

In a word, metaphysics

truths.

priori science," or as a

from propositions whose truth is independent of experience. No
child ever reasons without having recourse to good or bad metaphysics.
Metaphysics, therefore, may be said to be the most universal, and at the same time the least understood,
of all sciences.

adopted by Schopenhauer, and pleases all dualists who think that
the world is composed of mind and matter, just as they think men
to

"a

metaphysics deal with necessary

In the

same sense every man

is

apt to be his

own

theologian."

\REGEm CONTRIBUTIONS TO "THE OPEN COURT."THE PSYCHIC LIFE OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.
Alfred BiNET.In Nos.
In the

49, 50, 51, 55. 56, 57

and

whole domain of Natural Science no

58.

field

THE PROBLEM OF CAUSALITY.

REMINISCENCES OF MR. ALCOTT'S CON.

In No. 55 is an editorial discussion of The Problem of Causality. The surpassing importance of
this subject renders a clear

phenomena or such a varied wealth of
as the Kingdom of the Protozoans, the mi-

conception of it absolutely indispensable to correct observation and
sound reasoning. Despite this the problem has

nute organisms revealed to us by the aid of the miThey inhabit the water we drink, the

been unbecomingly neglected, and this neglect has
given rise to innumerable errors and to an astound-

of investigation affords such a

com-

fascinating

plexity of
vitality

croscope.

eat, the air we breathe. They live as paraand flesh of animals, and in
plants; aiding or injuring their hosts, as the case
may be. They lie dormant in a particle of dust, a

food

we

sites in the intestines

legion in number. They roam free and unconfined
in a drop of water, to them a world.
Infinite in
number, variety of size and manner of appearance,
the same beings that the unaided vision of man
cannot alone discover, form no unimportant factor
in the construction of continents and in the configuration of the surface of the globe

They are

known forms of life, and every contribution that throws light upon their mode of existence, cannot fail to be of transcendent interest
the simplest

to biologist

and

scientists in general.

M. Alfred Binet, the collaborator of Ribot and
and one of the most eminent representatives
of the the French School of Psychology, has preFere,

sented in this series of articles the results of the'

most recent investigation into this department of
Life.
Every phenomenon that the improved
methods of microscopic research have shown to be
indicative of an exercise of intelligence, will, or
feeling in these minute beings

and analyzed.

is

fully discussed

M. Binet has added much by these

articles to the psychology of the microscopic world;

he has opposed many theories, confirmed others,
and advanced many conclusions of his own. The
articles have been translated from the Revue Pkilosophigtie, and the original cuts procured from the

—

publishers.

PROF. •WILLIAM D. GUNNING.
A Memorial Address by Frederic May
Holland
In No 61.
William D. Gunning died at Greeley, Col.,
on the 8th of March. 1888. His active and exemplary career of sixty years was devoted to the advancement of scientific thought, and marked by an
uncompromising loyalty to truth. The memorial
address, by Mr. Frederic May Holland, is a just and
Prof.

fitting tribute to

a noble

life.

ing lack of lucidity in scientific discussion.

is treated with clearness and precision;
simplicity of presentation being especially aimed at.

The comments and

discussions elicited by the
on "Causality " will be found to be especially instructive and elucidative.
In Nos. 58, 59, and
60, Mr. William M. Salter advances a series of critical remarks, which are replied to in the same numbers by the articles, "Causes and Natural Laws"
(No. 50), "Is There Anything Unknowable in Causation (No. 59), "Is Nature Alive," and "The
Stone's Fall " (No. 60). In No. 58, Mr M. A.
article

Griffen writes a letter

No.

60,

Dr.

SPIRITUALIST'S CONFESSION.
By Moncure D. Conway
In No. 63.
An interesting article upon the recent confession
of the Fox Sisters at the Academy of Music. N. Y.,
with a short historical sketch of the Spiritualist
movement in America and England.

upon the same

Edward Brooks,

subject; in

of Philadelphia

ments upon the standpoint taken:
accompanied by editorial

all

comof which are

Mrs. Ednah D. Cheney. .In Nos. 49 and

half a

century of
Abstracts are given
described in which
and anecdotes told
and thought.

L.

J.

Vance

In Nos. 41,45, and

46.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES AND THE GAULISH PANTHEON.
By S. Ar UE Str
An instructive essay upon

In No. 63.

the purposes of the

Hibbert Foundation, with a review of the recent
lectures by Prof. John Rhys upon thereligion of the
ancient Celts.

The

original investigations of Prof.

Rhys have thrown a new and welcome

light

upon

the forms of belief in ancient Gaul, Wales, and Ireland, and they are regarded as a monumental
work in the province of philological archseology.

Mr. Alcott's intellectual

life.

of his conversations, incidents

noted contemporaries figured,
illustrative of Mr. Alcott s life

Wheelbarrow, in No. 52, contributes an additional reminiscence of this " amiable philosopher
and venerable man."

GHOST STORIES.
By L. J. Vance
In Nos. 59, 60 and 61.
The object of these studies in Comparative Folk-

<

Mr. Vance reviews and discusses the movement
and widespread interest in popular tales which has
produced the recent collections of Negro Myths
by Joel Chandler Harris ("Uncle Remus") and
Mr. Charles C. Jones. These tales form an important addition to the Folk-Lore of the New World,
and Mr. Vance's review will be welcomed by all
who wish to acquire a comprehensive estimate oi
the significance of these Myths to comparative literature and the science of comparative ethnology

50.

In Nos. 49 and 50 The Open Court publishes a
paper upon Mr. Alcott's conversations, read by Mrs.
Ednah D. Cheney before the Memorial Meeting of
the Concord School of Philosophy.
Mrs. Cheney's
recollections of Mr Alcolt lead us back as far as
the year 1840. The reminiscences cover almcs* a

lore is not to

PLANTATION FOLK-LORE.

account for every detail of every wild

and senseless ghost story. Their purpose is to
classify and compare the ghost lore of civilized and
uncivilized peoples, and to show that the legends
of the former are evolved from the savage fancies of
the latter. The belief in the power and permanence
of the souls of the dead is characteristic of savage
nations. These beliefs have been retained by the
uncultivated Folk of more advanced civilizations,
and the senseless parts are to be regarded as 'survivals of their earlier and cruder form. The main
'

thesis of these investigations

is,

natural stuff" of ghost stories

world over,— whether

that the
is

in the hut of

Hottentot, or in the more elaborate
modern drawing-room seance.

"super-

same the
Bushman and

the

illusions of

a

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION.
Bv Edward

C.

Hegeler

In No. 62.

have not been introduced into
but as the burning questions of

Political questions

The Open Court;

the day must be judged from ethical principles, the
problem of Protection or Free trade is here viewed
from the religious, /. e. humanitarian standpoint.
The general ethical law is: "Aspire to a higher hu-

the University of Berlin.

manity." How shall we attain to this higher humanity? by protection? by restricting other nations
from competing with us? by taking advantage of
temporary international circumstances? No. Experience shows that comfctilion is the foundation

of the

of progress. The truly ethical policy is that which
affords the greatest opportunities and offers the

DETERMINISM VERSUS INDETERMINISM.
Georg von
Georg Von Gizycki
Prof.

THE

The

problem

VERSATIONS.

GizvcKl.In Nos. 25 and 26.
is Professor of Philosophy at

His name is well known
beyond the boundary of his country. The problem
Freedom of the Will has perhaps never been
treated in a clearer and more forcible manner. Contributions on the same subject have been published
from (j. p. Powell and Xenos Clark.

least obstacles to the onward movement of the human race. Thus, from the humanitarian point of
view, protection fails to stand the test.
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